Value beyond the balance sheet
Building successful working capital programs
From unpredictable market conditions to supply chain shutdowns, consumer companies are still feeling the
effects of COVID-19. To enhance their balance sheets and drive value during the ups and downs of the past year,
many organizations shifted their focus to working capital. So, what are the keys to building (and sustaining) a
successful working capital program?

Consumer companies experienced widespread
challenges during the pandemic1
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*Top three challenges cited by webcast participants

Many companies began paying their bills more slowly as a way to preserve cash.

And each sector felt the effects at different
points in the working capital cycle2
Automotive:
Took a hit on days sales
outstanding (DSO), which hasn’t
returned to prior levels

Retail:
Experienced little change
in working capital cycles
due to COVID-19

Consumer products:
Saw minimal impact on DSO, as
products were in high demand

Travel:
The sector most affected
by the pandemic regarding
cash conversion

So how can organizations improve
working capital?
Don’t focus on a singular pain point:
• By only solving for one issue, you can set off a chain of unintended consequences.
View working capital as an end-to-end process:
• If things aren’t done correctly at the beginning of the process it can cause issues and
loss of capital downstream.
Look inward:
• Improving working capital is often less about renegotiating vendor terms and more
about executing more efficiently internally.

And make sure you don’t forget about the data
16%

Only
of organizations are pulling the technology lever to help them improve working
capital. But, leveraging data analytics can help consumer companies:
Understand their
current state

Identify areas
for improvement

Determine the root
causes of issues

Once you have an effective working capital
program in place, how can you sustain it?
• Include a sustainability and governance component. Good work can come undone
quickly if there’s no oversight.
• Creating accountability is crucial. Embed working capital into the performance
measurements of your team.
• Gold can be found in fixing the outliers. Monitor more than top-level KPIs.
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1 Deloitte’s “Increasing your cash by improving working capital” webcast, May 20, 2021.
2 Analysis prepared by Deloitte using financial data from Cap IQ as of April 2021.
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